Directions to Rohwer & Wegley-Kelly Lab
North Life Sciences
Biology Building
San Diego State University
619-594-1336
North Life Sciences front door: 32.777818, -117.071543
Parking next to North Life Sciences: 32.777970, -117.0709080
Parking permit station and PS4: 32° 46.571, -117° 4.477
If someone is getting you a parking permit AND you have a GPS, then go to:
32.777970, -117.0709080
There will be a sign with your name on it and permits. Place both permits up and easily visible
on your dash board. Be careful, our lovely parking people will give you a ticket if they cannot
see both...
If someone is getting you a permit AND you don't have a GPS, then I feel sorry for you:)
1) Take I-8E to College Ave
2) Keep to right
3) Take right at stoplight
4) Follow Canyon Crest road first anti-parallel to I-8 and then back parallel to I-8 (at
top of the hill)
5) At the second 3-way stop, there will be a brown building directly in front of you. You can
park on the left side of this building. There will be a sign with your name on it and permits. Place
both permits up and easily visible on your dash board. Be careful, our lovely parking people will
give you a ticket if they cannot see both...
If you are getting your own parking permit AND you have a GPS, then go to:
32° 46.571, -117° 4.477
1) Buy a permit and park.
2) Walk to 32.777818, -117.071543
If you are getting your own parking permit and don't have a GPS, then:
1) Take I-8E to College Ave
2) Keep to right
3) Take right at stoplight
4) Follow Canyon Crest road first anti-parallel to I-8 and then back parallel to I-8 (at
top of the hill)
5) At the first 3-way stop turn right.
6) There will be a large parking structure in front of you (PS4). At the bottom is a yellow parking
permit kiosk. Buy a permit and park.

7) Walk from the parking structure onto the main campus. There is a Starbuck's in West
Commons. Buy yourself a coffee because you are going to be lost. Ask someone where the Life
Sciences building is...good luck.

